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Case Study Number 1: Bill Clinton 

What celestial forces charted Bill Clinton's path to political eminence and scandal? 

William Jefferson Clinton, often called Bill Clinton, born on August 19, 1946 in Hope, Arkansas, 

USA, is an American Democratic politician, the 42nd President of the United States, and the 

recipient of the U.S. Department of Defense Medal for Distinguished Public Service. During his 

tenure as President of the United States, Clinton increased taxes and expanded federal 

government spending, proposing new science and technology policies, and reformed American 

education. 

 

I found his time of birth online on some horoscope websites. Below is Bill Clinton’s natal chart: 
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Bill Clinton's unique childhood is vividly reflected in the analysis of his Parents palace. The 

absence of brightness in Tai Yin (the Moon, representing the mother) was fortunately addressed 

by Jie, indicating his mother's resilience in managing challenges. Similarly, the darkness of Tai 

Yang (the Sun, representing the father) was unalleviated, stemming from the Rooster palace. 

The alignment of Huo Xing (yang fire) meeting Jue presented a challenging situation. 

Additionally, Lu Cun posed considerable adversity for all signs associated with relatives, 

providing a plausible explanation for the unfortunate early passing of his father. 

 

While the Destiny palace may not initially appear extraordinary, Tian Fu's dimness, influenced 

by Jie and aligned with Lian Zhen, and the disruptive energy of Hua Ji, seem to cast shadows. 
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However, venturing into The Four Graves, despite the negative connotations of Hua Ji, proves 

to be a resilient challenge. Moreover, Tuo Luo's ample brightness, reflective of deep thinking 

and a knack for avoiding disasters, proves to be a significant asset. Particularly noteworthy is 

the pair of Zuo Fu and You Bi, with one as the main and the other in conflict, providing strong 

and easily accessible support. In essence, considering these factors, his Destiny palace must 

be deemed favorable. 

 

The pivotal elements in this analysis lie within the Career and Wealth palaces. The Career 

palace, facilitated by Wu Qu and Tian Xiang with You Bi aligned, and the fortuitous positioning 

of Tian Ma, Tian Ku, Diao Ke, and the meeting with Chang Seng, portray the path of a fortunate 

individual seizing opportunities skillfully. The stroke of luck intensified when, at the age of 47 in 

1992, Bill Clinton entered the Career major cycle, steering the Monkey minor cycle toward the 

Tiger palace—assertive but not the most favorable. Despite economic challenges, an 

unexpected factor played a crucial role in his victory. The division of Republican votes by Ross 

Perot secured Clinton's triumph, garnering 43% of the total votes and surpassing George Bush 

Sr. (38%), making him America’s second youngest president. In the 1996 election against Bob 

Dole, the 51-year-old Bill Clinton was still under the influence of the Career major cycle, securing 

another resounding victory for a second term. Had he shifted to the Friends major cycle at the 

age of 52, just one year later, the situation could have unfolded entirely differently. 

 

The Wealth palace stands out prominently as it signifies the Body palace, encapsulating the 

latter part of Bill Clinton's life. The presence of Zi Wei in the Rat palace, weakened and violated 

by the combination of Qing Yang and Tuo Luo, suggests challenges in embodying the qualities 

of a wise monarch. Despite support from Hua Ke, You Bi, Wen Chang, Wen Qu, San Tai, Ba 

Zuo, Chang Sheng, Tian Ma, Tian Ku, and Diao Ke, there are lingering unfortunate stains on 

this aspect of Clinton's life. Despite the economic boom during his eight years as president, his 

personal life was marked by confusion. In his first term, significant scandals like Whitewatergate 

and Travelgate surfaced. However, the second term brought a more profound scandal—an affair 

with intern Monica Lewinsky. Convicted of contempt of court, Clinton became the first U.S. 

president to commit this crime, facing potential ousting from the presidency by Congress in 1998. 

As he concluded his term, Clinton engaged in actions that drew public disdain. From shamelessly 

pardoning certain prisoners merely because he had inadvertently received money from them to 
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scattering household items that should have been national assets, his conduct left a lasting 

negative impression. 

 

In Zi Wei Dou Shu, to gain a comprehensive understanding of one's personality beyond the 

Destiny palace, a closer examination of the Mental palace is imperative. Here, we observe the 

primary star as the solitary and dim Tan Lang, lacking support from Huo Xing or Ling Xing. Tan 

Lang symbolizes vulnerability and the potential for the soul to easily falter, particularly when 

combined with Tai and Di Wang, leading to mischievous tendencies. Fortunately, the presence 

of Wen Chang and Hua Ke, representing thoughtful attributes, along with Tai Fu and Feng Gao 

embodying the drive for success, and Long Chi, Feng Ge, Bai Hu, Hua Gai (the Four Holy 

Beasts), symbolizing a sense of noble pride, collectively act as a restraining force. Without this 

balance, the fiery influence of Qing Yang in the Horse palace, like a person on a horse armed 

with a sword, could unleash havoc, compelling Tan Lang, Tai, and Di Wang to engage in trivial 

transgressions. 

 

However, the unfavorable tendencies rooted in the Mental palace inevitably seek an outlet, and 

ironically, this release manifests in the Friends palace. Why does this paradoxical dynamic 

unfold? Firstly, the Friends palace in the Rooster palace have the alignment of Xian Chi, Hong 

Luan, Fu Bing, and Jiang Jun, adding to the blessings of the Mental palace's Tai and Di Wang, 

making it conducive to intimate encounters. Secondly, the major stars of the Friends palace, 

dark Tai Yang and Tian Liang, correspond to misguided calculations. Thirdly, the Friends palace 

occupies the Mu Yu position of the phase. Consequently, in the case of Bill Clinton, the Friends 

palace almost becomes a potential grave for a hero. 

 

According to historical records, the affair between Bill Clinton and his intern Monica Lewinsky 

unfolded in 1995, during the minor cycle in the Snake palace, aligned with the Friends palace. 

The presence of stars like Jiang Jun, Pan An, Mu Yu, Hong Luan, and Tian Guan created an 

environment conducive to heightened sexual impulses. Fortunately, the conservative influence 

of Lu Cun and the strategic alignment with Hua Xing meeting Jue played a crucial role. In the 

face of wrongdoing, Clinton displayed astuteness in escaping the consequences. When 

confronted with allegations, his denial, though nearly exposed as a lie, narrowly spared him from 

facing criminal charges.  
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In 1995, at the age of 50 lunar years, Clinton was still in the Career major cycle, a period where 

he dodged the bullet. However, by 1998, at the age of 53 lunar years, the major cycle shifted 

to the Friends palace, coinciding with a minor cycle featuring Tian Ma, Tian Ku, and Diao Ke—

a combination that led to a series of cascading challenges. Bill Clinton faced public humiliation 

under the scrutiny of Judge Kenneth Starr, teetering on the brink of impeachment by Congress. 

Moreover, to silence Paula Jones, he reportedly paid a substantial sum of money, rumored to 

be around $850,000, to quell her accusations of sexual harassment. The year unfolded as a 

tumultuous period fraught with suffering and challenges for Clinton. 

 

The last question is: How did Bill Clinton treat his wife Hillary? Historical records show that 

in 1974, Clinton ventured into the political arena for the first time, running for a House seat. 

Despite securing the highest number of votes among Democratic candidates, he faced defeat. 

In 1975, a year after this electoral setback, he married Hillary Rodham, later known as Hillary 

Clinton. Following their union, he pursued political office again, successfully winning the position 

of Attorney General of Arkansas. With a momentary setback in 1980, Clinton's political trajectory 

soared thereafter. Given Clinton's reputation for deception, speculation arises—did he marry in 

1975 to bolster his image and garner votes after the failed election campaign in 1974? Examining 

the minor cycle of 1975, linked to the Friends palace with an alignment of Mu Yu, Jiang Jun, Fu 

Bing, Xian Chi, and Hong Luan, it becomes evident that Clinton's union with Hillary was not 

merely for show. The alignment suggests a more intimate connection, indicating that at least in 

1975, Hillary was his sexual partner. 

 

This insight leads to the conclusion that Bill Clinton's marriage to Hillary was not solely driven by 

career motives. Despite the challenges and hardships, Hillary Clinton, understanding the 

complexities of their relationship, chose not to abandon her deceitful and flawed husband.  
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Case Study Number 2: Bill Gates 

How did celestial forces shape the path of billionaire and philanthropist Bill Gates? 

 

William Henry Gates III (born October 28, 1955) is an American businessman, investor, 

philanthropist, and writer best known for co-founding the software giant Microsoft, along with his 

childhood friend Paul Allen. During his career at Microsoft, Gates held the positions of chairman, 

chief executive officer (CEO), president, and chief software architect, while also being its largest 

individual shareholder until May 2014. He was a prominent pioneer of the microcomputer 

revolution of the 1970s and 1980s. 

 

I found his time of birth online on some horoscope websites. Below is Bill Gates’s natal chart: 
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The natal chart of Mr. Bill Gates presents a compelling case that prompts us to ponder 

the uncanny compatibility of horoscopes based solely on one's year, month, date, and 

time of birth. At first glance, it becomes evident that his Destiny, Wealth, and Career 

palaces align harmoniously with both the Tai Sui and Lu Cun cycles. Delving deeper into 

the prominent stars, Tai Yin resides in his Destiny palace of the Pig, known as “Yue Lang 

Tian Men”. Born on a day when the moon was getting rounder and in the hour of the Pig, 

the alignment is truly remarkable. 

 

With such a fortuitous destiny, encountering even a single Lu star would suffice to signify 

immense wealth. Remarkably, Mr. Gates not only possesses a Hua Lu in the opposing 
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Travel palace but also Lu Cun in the aligned Career palace, forming a powerful double 

Lu star combination. Furthermore, the Pig palace features a Ding stem, transforming Tai 

Yin into a Lu star. The convergence of Lu stars in his chart is strikingly coincidental, 

offering insight into Mr. Gates's extraordinary wealth, reaching levels akin to superhuman 

prowess. 

 

The intriguing aspect of Zi Wei Dou Shu lies in its seemingly contradictory nature, where 

both auspicious and inauspicious combinations abound. If Destiny is favorably influenced 

by Yue Lang Tian Men in the Pig palace, then naturally, the Career palace in the 

Rabbit/Cat palace will excel through the "Ri Zhao Lei Men" constellation, associated with 

the Ri Liang alignment. It's believed that Ri Liang Chang Lu is most potent when situated 

in either the Destiny or Career palace, often positioning one at the pinnacle of authority. 

Interestingly, Mr. Gates' chart precisely mirrors the configuration of Ri Liang Chang Lu, 

further augmented by the presence of Hua Quan, rendering it even more formidable. 

Particularly noteworthy is the convergence of both influential palaces of fortune in this 

manner. 

 

Back to the Destiny palace, we encounter another significant constellation known as 

"Bing Xing Jiang An," with Jiang Jun - Pan An occupying the most potent position, akin 

to someone orchestrating world events from a clandestine chamber. What's remarkable 

here is that due to Bing Xing Jiang An's influence, the "Lu Ma Ku Ke" in the Travel palace 

remained unscathed by Tian Xing, evolving into yet another auspicious pathway. 

 

With just one of the aforementioned constellations alongside the Yue Lang Tian Men and 

the double Lu configurations in the Destiny palace, one can easily deduce the individual's 

capacity for founding and owning a commercial enterprise. Furthermore, given the 

abundance of power and authority constellations present, it's undeniable that Mr. Gates 

has navigated the marketplace with the prowess of a king without a throne for nearly 

twenty years! 
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Given Mr. Gates's billionaire status, it's imperative to examine his Wealth palace to 

ascertain its alignment with wealth indicators. Remarkably, this palace has no major star, 

yet it's the presence of Jie that prevents the Tian Tong, Ju Men pair from entering, while 

simultaneously creating an opportunity for the Tai Yin and Tai Yang pair to shine forth. 

This corresponds to the Moon and Sun in the two trigonal directions. There's a somewhat 

perplexing saying in books regarding the Sun and Moon pair: "Residing is not as good 

as adjoining, adjoining is not as good as opposite." Rather than delving too deeply into 

this, it suffices to say that Mr. Gates's Wealth palace, devoid of a major star in the Sheep 

palace where Jie resides, exemplifies this superior configuration of “the Sun and Moon 

shining.” 

 

The only aspect left to discuss is that Mr. Gates was born in the Yi year, causing Tai Yin 

to meet Hua Ji. Typically, this pairing is considered unfavorable. However, every rule has 

exceptions, and remarkably, one of the rare exceptions aligns precisely with Mr. Bill 

Gates's case! As one book elucidated, "in the Pig palace, Tai Yin and Hua Ji not only 

pose no issue but, on the contrary, imbue the capacity to 'alter circumstances' and amass 

wealth." 

 

In summary, in every facet of Bill Gates's horoscope, we discern indications of immense 

wealth! 

 

Upon initial inspection, Mr. Gates's Parents palace may appear unfavorable due to the 

solitary Tan Lang in the Snake palace, overshadowed by Di Kong and two Hao stars. 

Additionally, Tian Guan, Tian Fu, and Tian Kong align, further complicating matters. 

However, the stem being Wu transforms Tan Lang into a Lu star, invoking the factor of 

"Any circumstance hitting a limit will begin to change," thereby turning the situation 

favorable. The presence of two Hao stars in the Rat and Horse palaces, along with the 

transforming Lu stra, signifies a dual signal—both incoming and outgoing. The incoming 

signal denotes his father's capacity for wealth accumulation, while the outgoing signal 
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reflects his mother's philanthropic endeavors, perfectly aligning with the Tian Kong, Di 

Kong, Tian Guan, and Tian Fu stars. 

 

English documents do not explicitly detail the family hierarchy, but they mention that Mr. 

Gates has two sisters who coexist harmoniously. Further supplemented by another 

document suggesting he was the middle child, it is inferred that he was the sole son in 

the family, with one elder sister and one younger sister. These details correlate with his 

Siblings palace, where the Lian Zhen, Tian Fu pair inherently signifies harmony, 

supported by the En Guang, Tian Gui pair. Therefore, the presence of the malevolent 

stars Huo Xing, Di Jie, and transforming Hua Ji here is only concerning in the context of 

numerous brothers, as they could potentially indicate discord or separation. 

 

When Bill Gates launched his company in 1975, he was in his second major cycle. In 

the Rooster palace, Lian Zhen and Tian Fu signify strength and suitability for business 

endeavors. However, Tian Fu inherently leans towards conservatism, posing challenges 

for expansion. Additionally, the alignment of numerous inauspicious stars complicates 

matters. Furthermore, the Career palace harbors a dark Tuo Luo, with the brightest Zi 

Wei situated in the Wealth palace of the Horse. However, Jie's influence diminishes his 

prestige, and encountering the two Hao stars adds to the complexities. Positioned in 

Shao Yin's cycle, aggressive tactics are challenging to consider. Fortunately, Zi Wei 

transforms into Hua Ke, allowing Microsoft to navigate through initial hurdles, despite 

their first five customers facing bankruptcy. 

 

In 1979, seeking to alter its business trajectory, Microsoft relocated its headquarters, 

departing from the desolate terrain of New Mexico to return to the cherished birthplace 

of its two founders, Washington state. Remarkably, 1979 marked the onset of his third 

major cycle. Despite entering the Rooster palace without a major star, it was graced 

with Ri Liang Chang Lu Quan, and notably, the Wealth palace boasted both Lu Ma stars, 

heralding a transition from adversity to prosperity. 
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In the subsequent year, 1980, the minor cycle in the Tiger palace featured Wu Qu and 

Tian Xiang encountering the ominous Tuo Luo, initially seeming devoid of auspicious 

signs. However, the minor cycle of the Parents palace is the original Career palace which 

showcased the exceptionally favorable Ri Liang Chang Lu Quan, as mentioned earlier. 

The Parents palace holds significance denoting noble individuals, perhaps explaining 

why the stroke of misfortune attracted IBM - then one of the world's largest companies - 

to engage in negotiations with the fledgling Microsoft. This scenario epitomizes 

encountering a benefactor at the eleventh hour, as sans the IBM contract, Microsoft's 

prospects would have been bleak, potentially leading to closure. 

 

In 1986, still within the aforementioned major cycle with no major star, the minor cycle 

in the Monkey palace presented Tian Kong and Po Jun transforming into Hua Quan, 

along with the alignment of Xian Chi, Hong Luan, Tian Xi, and Di Kong. Additionally, 

during the minor cycle in the Dragon palace of the Wealth palace, Qi Sha and Qing 

Yang, acting as two master and servant stars traveling together, were adjacent to two Lu 

stars. This marked the moment when Microsoft officially became a publicly traded 

company, selling shares to the public. In just a blink of an eye, at the young age of 32, 

Mr. Gates became a billionaire. If we were to witness this glorious moment alone, it would 

be hard to imagine that just five years earlier, when their benefactor, the giant IBM, had 

not yet arrived, the future of Microsoft and of Mr. Gates himself was still darker than 

midnight. This illustrates how life indeed has its destiny, and when fortune arrives, it does 

so with a thunderous force. 

 

During the major cycle of 35-44 (corresponding to the years 1989-1998) in the Monkey 

palace with Tian Kong, one might wonder why this period coincided with Mr. Gates 

becoming the richest person in the world. The term "Tian Kong" doesn't necessarily imply 

"everything becomes nothing," but rather signifies a time fraught with challenges, where 

individuals are prone to making mistakes and facing potentially disastrous consequences. 

However, Mr. Gates was an exception. Not only did he avoid making significant errors, 

but he also adhered closely to the principles outlined by Tian Kong, ultimately reaping 
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substantial rewards. Recalling that during this major cycle, the Wealth palace entered the 

Dragon palace, acquiring Qi Sha and Qing Yang adjacent to two Lu stars, it's evident 

why this constellation, already in effect during the minor cycle when Mr. Gates became 

a billionaire, continued to influence his ascent to becoming the wealthiest person globally. 

Nevertheless, challenges persisted during this time for Microsoft. The company faced 

continuous scrutiny from the US Department of Justice, alleging it had exploited its 

dominant position to undermine smaller software companies. For instance, in 1993, they 

were found guilty of engaging in illegal competition and were compelled to agree to 

compensation the following year. On May 18, 1998, the last year of this major cycle, the 

US Federal Department of Justice, along with 20 states and the District of Columbia, filed 

a lawsuit alleging market monopoly. 

 

Up to this point, we haven't discussed a pathway often deemed unfavorable in Mr. Gates' 

natal chart, which involves Di Kong and Di Jie adjacent to the Destiny palace. Despite 

this aspect of destiny, it aligns with the Tian Kong major cycle of 35-44 years old. Even 

if Bill Gates' career were to falter, his natal chart's signals would remain consistent, as 

usual. This illustrates the essence of the Tian Kong's twilight for individuals born in the 

Dragon, Dog, Ox, or Sheep palaces. Tian Kong invariably encounters Jie Sha, Gu Chen, 

Gua Su, Hong Luan, Tian Xi, Shao Yang, the Four Virtues, clearly delineating two 

scenarios that compel individuals to decide between Yes and No. In Mr. Gates' case, 

born in the Yi year and paired with Tian Guan, Tian Fu in the Pig hour, and Di Kong in 

the three conjunction, there are concealed challenges that few can overcome. Typically, 

individuals opt for Yes, leading to compensation and difficulty breaking free from the state 

of No. Conversely, those who choose to adhere to the correct path of No often find 

themselves compensated or achieving Yes. Fortunately, not only for Mr. Gates' family 

but also for the whole society, because he chose the second path! Thanks to that, Kong 

Jie adjacent to the Destiny palace does not mean facing ascent or descent or risking 

bankruptcy, but rather willingly relinquishing a portion of one's wealth to aid the world. In 

other words, instead of leading to destruction, Kong Jie leads to philanthropy. 

--- 
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Zi Wei Dou Shu (紫微斗数), also known as Purple Star Astrology, is a traditional form of Chinese 

astrology that is based on the position of stars and planets at the time of a person's birth. Learn 

more at https://ngocnga.net/read-your-chinese-astrology-zi-wei-dou-shu/. 

 

Follow ngocngadotnet on social media for more Zi Wei Dou Shu / Purple Star Astrology content: 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Tumblr, YouTube, TikTok, LinkedIn. 
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